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Rockets into Roses


Art, Jewelry and Judaica Created from Rockets that Landed in Israel



Proceeds support Israeli victims of war








Stunning Art Created from
Rockets that Landed in Israel



Proceeds support Israeli victims of war
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"And they shall beat swords into plowshares..." (Isaiah 2:4)
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Yaron Bob, an Israeli artist who lives on the border with Gaza, transforms rockets of terror into expressions of peace, beauty and hope for the future.



OUR STORY











The Artist's Heartbreaking, Personal Story of the Massacre

Yaron is thankful to be alive. Many of his friends were killed or kidnapped in during the massacre. Yaron shares his thoughts and gives a personal account of what he experienced that fateful day.
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Rockets into Roses sculptures are one-of-a-kind, handmade pieces fashioned from rocket metal, mounted on a base shaped as the map of Israel, with the stem growing from Sderot, where thousands of missiles landed.
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The Rockets into Roses Jewelry collection features unique treasures that show how Israelis turn instruments of death and destruction into symbols of life, peace and true yearning for a beautiful future.
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Bring Israel's miraculous protection into your home with our exclusive line of jewelry and judaica,
created from Iron Dome missiles used to protect the citizens of Israel, saving tens of
thousands of innocent lives.
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Browse our full collection of art, jewelry
and
judaica created from actual rockets.



Browse our full collection of art, jewelry and
judaica.


Proceeds support Israeli victims of war
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VIEW ALL PRODUCTS
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Rockets into Roses is a division of
The Israel Boutique.
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